Sonography and Specimen Radiography mong various imaging modalities, sonography is generally considered the most accurate imaging modality for the evaluation and characterization of thyroid nodules 1 and preoperative or intraoperative staging. 2 Although sonography is widely used in the management of thyroid nodules, this proven efficient modality has its limitations in detecting microcalcifications. 3, 4 The diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma is a rare variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma, which is mostly characterized by the presence of diffusely scattered microcalcifications with or without the presence of an associated mass, diffuse heterogeneous hypoechogenicity of the background thyroid parenchyma on sonography, and a higher incidence of cervical lymph node metastases. [5] [6] [7] In cases of the diffuse sclerosing variant, which manifests as microcalcifications only, sonography may have its limitations in detecting microcalcifications and assessing the disease extent. Several recent articles reported that specimen radiography could show microcalcifications more easily and the additional cancer foci that contained microcalcifications, which were not detected on sonography in patients with thyroid carcinoma. 4 Medicine, 
Sonographic and Specimen Radiographic Technique
Sonography was performed with a 7-15-MHz linear array transducer (HDI 3000 or 5000; Philips Healthcare, Bothell, WA) or a 5-12-MHz linear array transducer (iU22; Philips Healthcare). When using both machines, compound imaging was performed in all cases. Preoperative real-time sonography was performed by 1 of 2 boardcertified radiologists with 7 or 11 years of experience in thyroid imaging. After surgery, specimen radiographs were obtained with a Selenia full-field digital mammography system (Lorad/Hologic, Danbury, CT), which is a dedicated mammography unit. The system, based on a detector with amorphous selenium, uses a direct capture 70-μm pixel device and yields a 2560 × 3328 matrix image with an 18 × 24-cm paddle. The system was set to allocate 16-bit images and store them at 12 bits. Routine views of thyroid specimens were obtained (focal spot size, 0.3 mm). These images were displayed on a pair of high-resolution 5-megapixel liquid crystal display monitors (MFGD 5621HD; Barco NV, Kortrijk, Belgium) that were part of the review workstation (Selenia Softcopy; Lorad/Hologic) with soft copy reading software (MeVis BreastCare; MeVis Medical Solutions, Bremen, Germany).
Clinical Features and Importance
Previous studies reported the prevalence of the diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma to range from 0.3% to 5.3%. 6, 9 It occurs more frequently in young patients (mean age, 19.5-34.7 years) and in women. 10 Serum thyroid antibodies were more frequently increased in patients with a diagnosis of the diffuse sclerosing variant. 9 In addition, it has been known to have a high incidence of cervical lymph node metastases, which frequently are bilateral, and lung metastasis and, therefore, a more unfavorable prognosis than conventional papillary thyroid carcinoma. 5, 7, 11 However, some recent studies reported that its prognosis was similar to that conventional papillary thyroid carcinoma because it usually occurs in young women, and these patients undergo aggressive treatment. 9, 10, 12 
Sonographic and Specimen Radiographic Findings
The characteristic sonographic features of the diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma are diffuse enlargement of the thyroid gland with heterogeneous hypoechogenicity, diffuse scattered microcalcifications with or without an associated suspicious mass, and the presence of cervical lymph nodes that are suspicious for metastases (Figures 1-5) . 13 Although the prominent sonographic "snowstorm appearance" has been well known for the diffuse sclerosing variant, cases presenting as localized microcalcifications were also reported. 14 Histopathologically, these microcalcifications are known to correlate with psammoma bodies, extensive fibrosis, and lymphocytic infiltrations. 13 The diffuse sclerosing variant has unique pathologic features, which are characterized by diffuse involvement of one or both thyroid lobes, dense fibrosis, extensive squamous metaplasia, patchy lymphocytic infiltration with germinal centers, and numerous psammoma bodies with characteristic nuclear features of papillary thyroid carcinoma (Figures 1-5 ). 6 The diffuse sclerosing variant tends to invade lymphatic vessels in the early stages of the disease and disseminate within the thyroid gland without making mass lesions. The extensive lymphocytic infiltrations correlate with a high incidence of lymph node metastasis and post-therapy disease persistence. 7 Because of its appearance of diffuse enlargement of the thyroid gland, heterogeneous hypoechogenicity on sonography, and increased serum thyroid antibodies, the diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma can be confused with chronic thyroiditis, and correct diagnosis is often delayed. 15 However, the abundant psammoma bodies on histopathologic examination are typical for the diffuse sclerosing variant only, not in patients with chronic thyroiditis.
Specimen radiography can show microcalcifications more easily than sonography (Figures 1-5 ), along with additional cancer foci that contain microcalcifications in patients with a diagnosis of thyroid carcinoma. 4, 8 A recent article reported that specimen radiography is useful for accurate diagnosis and predicting the extent of thyroid carcinoma. 4 This article showed that among a total of 122 patients, the microcalcifications within the thyroid were only detected by specimen radiography in 27 patients (18.5%), which were not detected by sonography. Sixteen of the 27 specimens were associated with the presence of cancer foci. In addition, after specimen radiographs were reviewed, the diagnosis was changed to the diffuse sclerosing variant in 2 of the 16 patients, the cancer extent 13 of the 16 patients, and both in 1 of the 16 patients.
Value of Specimen Radiography
Although preoperative specimen radiography of the thyroid gland cannot be performed like mammography because compression cannot be applied to the thyroid glands with the current technique, our pictorial essay shows that specimen radiography can potentially contribute in 3 ways: (1) by showing that the diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma should be considered when sonography shows microcalcifications that are not associated with a nodule; (2) by encouraging ultrasound system manufacturers to make changes to their equipment to improve microcalcification detection rates; and (3) by encouraging pathologists to use specimen radiography, assuming that any improvement in sensitivity can be shown to be beneficial in some way, such as by detecting microcalcifications that might not be found with routine specimen processing. 
Conclusions
Although sonography is an essential modality in the evaluation of thyroid nodules, specimen radiography is more sensitive than sonography for detection of microcalcifications of thyroid carcinoma, especially in the diagnosis of the diffuse sclerosing variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma. However, new diagnostic techniques that can detect microcalcifications in the thyroid along with the disease extent and that can be performed preoperatively have not yet been established. This new technique is expected to be of further use in the future, thus helping management for patients with thyroid carcinoma. 
